
NO Passport NO Visa:

A Letter To 37,982,749 Of My Canadian People:
How You Pay Canadian Workers

Who Endanger Me In China

“Still, if you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed; if
you will not fight when your victory will be sure and not too costly; you may come
to the moment when you will have to fight with all the odds against you and only
a precarious chance of survival. There may even be a worse case.”   Sir Winston
Churchill

“In death ground, fight.” ― Sun Tzu, The Art of War



NO Passport NO Visa

FAST BASIC READ: For friends, Facebook, Linked In, WeChat, WordPress, etc.

2018: NO Passport NO Visa NO Citizen Rights: I Am Stateless!

2019: A Court Victory Yet The Court Order Is Ignored

2018 - 2019: 5 Meetings To Get New Passport: Signed Affidavits

2020 - 2021: Denied FIGHT Or FLEE, I Enter FREEZE Of The Endangered In Our Human Jungle

Laws Involved, Of Being Made Stateless, NO Passport NO Visa

Readers, Help Me, Tell Others ASAP:  NO Passport No Visa Eludes The Judicial System!

CAREER And CHARITY WORK

International Career: CHINA * KENYA * ISRAEL * RWANDA

International Charity Fundraising & Volunteer Internet PR Work

LONGER READ, Optional: For lawyers, barristers, prosecutors, police, media

My World Citizen Legal Rights:
DOUBLE JEOPARDY, A Basic Principle of Law Around The World * International

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights * United States * European Convention on Human
Rights * UNITED NATIONS: The Universal Declaration Of Human Rights * Article 13: Right
To Freedom Of Movement * Article 5 Ban On Torture, Cruel, Inhuman, Or Degrading
Treatment * Article 11 Right To The Presumption Of Innocence * Article 12 Right To
Privacy * Article 15 Right To A Nationality

Passport Records: Perfect History of 10+ Canada Passports

Psychology Of White Collar Crime Echoes My Passport ID Loss!

Letter/Email Records: ITEMS OF PROOF: Just A Few January - April Emails, 2019



NO Passport NO Visa Forces Me To NO Citizen Rights: I Am Stateless!

I have fought repeatedly to get this small group of Canada Consul workers looked into.  These
deprivations make me STATELESS. This is a violation of ALL International Law. NO VISA that
causes us travellers or business visitors to be arrested, jailed, NO VISA. I am the one who is
blamed!

Read what I have lost, been deprived of:

● HOUSING I cannot rent an apartment
● HOUSING I cannot pay for a hotel room
● HOUSING I cannot take a campground space
● COMMUNICATIONS I cannot receive mail to a post box
● MONEY I cannot receive money sent by mail from helpful friends or family
● MONEY I cannot receive Western Union emergency money
● MONEY I cannot open or use any bank accounts
● HEALTH I cannot see a doctor, without a friend who has a citizenship card
● HEALTH I cannot receive follow up care after hospitalizations, allowed in emergencies
● HEALTH I cannot receive prescriptions, after hospitalizations, from emergencies
● HEALTH I cannot see a dentist, under most circumstances
● MONEY I cannot work, and earn any money at all
● LAW I cannot take a legal action, against wrong doers, that is the aggressor position
● LAW I can receive legal aid, if I am in the defensive position, which is subsidized
● FRIENDS I cannot do volunteer work, to repay dozens of kind citizens who want to help
● WORK I cannot have a library card, a writer who promotes HK China 1500 page website
● WORK I cannot use a computer room at a library, to print, to make copies of this story
● FRIENDS I could not go to weddings funerals celebrations of friends in other countries
● WORK I could not go to summer school ESL teaching in other areas, never work in HK
● WORK I cannot sell my beautiful paintings online, as I need a Mastercard Online Card, a

low priced necessity to pay vendor fees, it requires a PASSPORT
● MONEY I am given NO money at all, by the HK Government, “You are not a citizen”
● MONEY I see others receiving small monthly payments, “You are from a rich country”
● LAW In the case of any crime against me, I am FROZEN, as I am the WRONGDOER
● NO Passport means NO Visa, and that is the bigger crime, in many countries
● NO Visa means JAIL and DEPORTATION, while those who did this to me are FREE

Canada Consul Staff May Enjoy These Benefits, If Dual Citizens: Legal Immunity?

● TWO Citizenships and Passports, Canada and Hong Kong Permanent Residency
● THREE legal zones, Canada, Hong Kong, and Mainland China, Right of Return

Home
● Canada Pensions, a variety of pensions, more than one, banking in three legal areas
● Canada Unemployment Insurance, Canada Medicare, Canada Legal Aid (if they want)



● Retirement to any of the THREE legal zones, houses in Western Canada, possibly
Vancouver BC area, or special Chinese Overseas housing in South China, beautifully
designed areas

● Right to say to other people in Hong Kong, “We represent the citizens of  Canada
here”

● Right to control in part investigations into themselves, Diplomatic Immunity?

You make like me or dislike me, you may find my story interesting or boring, but if you work in
any career that involves fairness, law, ethics, morality, kindness, is it not enough I have LOST 3
years of my life, should I be blamed for this NO Passport NO Visa? And yet those denying me,
manipulate the story’s ending with a Blame The Victim coloration.  You see, consulate workers
who blatantly defy a court order to give me my passport by January 28 2019 are Above The
Law. Or they believe that.

NO, it is not, and with my last small vestiges, of energy - I cry as I write this, yet edit several
hundred pages, of supporting documents - I speak to you, as clearly and calmly as possible.
It began with a small illness causing a few days of Visa Overstay, around the same time, my
Canadian Passport came up for renewal.

I did not know that I would be entering the worst fight of my life, a fight in which everything
depended on the ability to fight back against a wrong, NO Passport NO Visa.  Against people
who tell the city around me, we are protecting and helping her, a city in awe and in trust of the
Canada Is Perfect mythology that I too grew up believing.

I had an idyllic early childhood, my father was a flight dispatcher for Air Canada, called TCA
then. We had free airline tickets, and travelled to Europe, and the Caribbean. He was an early
Ban The Bomber and later became a world peace activist, speaking at international
conferences. He worked for the rights of China to be part of the United Nations.  My mother was
a housewife, who made me doll houses on our kitchen floor, and taught me how to save
ladybugs and ants by gently sliding a piece of paper under their fragile limbs.

In Hong Kong, feeling so bereft of any monitoring or investigation of NO Passport NO Visa, I
meditate, and pray, and think of any strength that I may have inherited from my ancestors.  I am
a realist, and know my handicap, as an Empath, prone to anxiety attacks, is considerable.

Voices Of My Ancestors: On Fights And Fighting: My Mother

I am three years old, it’s a boiling hot summer day in Montreal.  My mom dresses me in a
pastel pink romper suit, with blue and green drums as a pattern.  To protect my face from the
sun, she ties a matching ruffled sun hat beneath my chin.  And off I go on my red tricycle,
daringly round the corner into the street behind Rue LaPalme.
I look up to see the neighbourhood bully, a head taller than me, spot me from his back porch.

He spots me too, a smaller, solitary child. He darts quickly in a diagonal line straight for me, as I



wonder what to do. Next he yanks my sun hat off my head, leaving me to burst out crying, his
mission accomplished.

I turn and wheel to the safety of our large kitchen, where my mom is making coffee in a
percolator, and buttering Danish pastries, just bought from the Pom Bakery truck that home
delivers. My mom is concerned for me, but her advice surprises me.
“You have to learn how to fight back in life,” she says.
Does she want to be like that evil brat? I mull this confused thought over in my mind, as she

brushes my hair, and adjusts the pink sunhat. She can be soft hearted too, she teaches me how
to save ladybugs and ants, as I hate to see them stepped on, by gently slipping a sheet of
writing paper under their tiny legs, and tossing them onto our green front lawn.
I am an Empath, a psychological definition I will learn only recently.  As she continues, her

thoughts on standing up to bullies, I advise myself to wheel myself in the other direction, back
along our own street, where I know more friends and mothers.

The Court Order Of December, Give Us The New Passport By January 28 2019

In a crowded and lively Kowloon courtroom, full of competent legal professionals, I sit and watch
a sturdy prosecutor approach the judge respectfully. She delivers the message to the judge that
the Immigration Department of Hong Kong wants the Canadian government, as represented by
these women I reference elsewhere, to supply my new passport by January 28 2020.

This is a court where smaller or earlier cases are heard, I think, as there are groups of barristers
with their individual clients. Recordings are made in two languages, Chinese and English. And
three languages or more may be involved, at least we have Mandarin, Cantonese, English.
It is key to understand NO Visa is what JAILS us in foreign lands. Not NO Passport.

My excellent legal representation hears this. The other barristers hear this.  The court reporter
writes this down. The judge and the prosecutor agree. Is this not proof of something?
I will refer repeatedly to the need to RESPECT this decision, in writing.

Yet why should I have to do all this work? My intuition as an endangered animal in the Human
Jungle alerts me as the year of 2019 passes with no speed at all from the Canada Consulate
that I am in terrible danger.

I am the one who respects this idea, to hurry my passport, and my visa.
I am the one who makes written records, and will suffer horrific losses of all my parts of my life
in Asia for 25 years, if these sheltered dual citizens at the Canada Consul do nothing.

Yet they do nothing, and though they disobeyed the Immigration Department, they are not
penalized, they are on some unique logic: Blame The Victim, and get into major disaster, JAIL
and/or DEPORTATION for having NO Passport, NO Visa. If this is implied, I want a Real
Courtroom, to clear my good name, and receive recognition of the injuries done to my life, I am
a Career Person, a Worker, deprived of career still:



5 Meetings To Get New Passport, 4 With Witness: Signed Affidavits

I cannot edit the description of Visit 2, Visit 3, Visit 4, and Visit 5, as I had the foresight to take
a  witness with me, utilizing my health as a logical explanation.  Truthfully, I was also fearful of
not having a record of the visits, after the shocking Visit 1 of February 6, 2018. My witness
signed the following descriptions, I amended them with notes.

2001 - 2016
● Many passports in Asia, not only in Hong Kong, no troubles with other areas
● Cindy Chung was pleasant to deal with, at Hong Kong Consulate, she did not want me

to put WONG, on my passport, my married name. There was also a serious crime
attempt just after I picked up my passport from her, a white man and his step-son, both
convicted criminals in Hong Kong and Australia. (Edited out, separate PDF.)

● I had several passports from Cindy, she was so sweet, it is sad others moved my files to
Suki Yan, a younger woman, in 2019.

● Both Cindy and Suki Yan consulted with an older woman, Connie Wong, who had a
dominant personality. I assumed shis a manager.

December 2008 - January 2009: Cindy Chung
● Denial of standard passport, under married Chinese name. I assume this is more work.

Agent Cindy Chung is firm, and always courteous. We have a marriage certificate.
● Robbery attempt, within a few days of receiving my first passport from Cindy Chung, HK

Office, upon both me and husband, police records filed by me in 2 languages. Two
male criminals have serious records, in Australia and Hong Kong; multiple offenses.

● Records: police records.

January 2016 - February 2016: Cindy Chung, Connie Wong
● Denial of standard passport, under married Chinese name, by Cindy Chung, which

becomes a prolonged discussion. Canada allows Gender Change from Male to Female,
Female to Male on passports. I persist in wanting the name change.

● A second more aggressive agent enters the story, Connie Wong.
● A cash gift and a better passport  is offered to me, NOT to change the name on my

passport. Cindy says, we will waive the guarantor fee if you take the 5 year passport,
under your single name.  I will charge you more, if you take the Wong name. And
will give you only a 2 Year.

● Payment is for 5 Year, we receive only a 2 Year. Passport February 12.
● I fought politely and kept all the written records. I cited the Human Rights Laws of

Canada, that this was discirmination on family status, bias to women. It is risky for
women and men as travellers to be seen as “unmarried” in some countries.

● Records: emails, citing human rights law.

February 6 2018: Unknown Agent, “You Must Be A HK Citizen To Get A Passport”



● We have changes now, I need proof you are a Hong Kong citizen to give you a
Canadian passport. You need Photo ID showing you are a Hong Kong citizen. My
passport falls due on February 12.  This is an impossible new rule, and the pixie-faced
rude woman is new to me.  I am travelling and living in other parts of Asia as well, and
enter and leave Hong Kong over 100 times on a Tourist Visa.

● If a Canadian is robbed of their ID, surely you would have to help them? No, I would not.
● This is when the agent does something bizarre, that I recall as a more important detail,

she pretends to look at her computer screen, as we close our meeting.  It is not a
needed gesture.

● She knows I am worried about the Visa being later, if the Passport is late, and she says,
“I don’t see you on the Immigration screens” or words to that effect.  I am so naive i think
that she is reassuring me, we have no trouble with Immigraation.  I think now she is just
sowing more confusion. This is an ID Erasure manipulation, I later wonder.

● How can I get more Hong Kong ID, when the passport expires in a few days?
● “Do not come back here without your Hong Kong ID, or you won’t get past the

security guards at the door.”
● Record: oral confidences to the first barrister, telling her the root of my nightmare

began with CANADA, not HONG KONG, nor CHINA.  July 2018. I feel my health quickly
worsened, yet do not want to look weak in a fight. I tell my barrister.

“You won’t get past the security guards at the door.”
● I should have done something about her rudeness, I should have fought that, I feel other

friends would have been braver, bolder, more confrontational, I was so weak
● I had had only collapse in January 2018, but my health was full of anxiety and worry, and

suffered more as I was unable to supply what they asked, as my health worsened, I had
the two parallel nightmares of NO Passport and NO Visa running along side of the
anxiety and fear causing weakness and cowardice in confronting this Catch 22 problem.

● I will close my relationship with these women with a second threat from agent SUKI YAN
in January 2020.

I want the name of this worker to be known, as I kept the time slip. She had short hair, with a
pointed pixie like face, younger than the 2 more senior agents, However, she did compel me to
have a witness with me, when I returned for my last 4 visits.

The sweeter Cindy Chung had many records of my identity, why did she remove herself? I
don’t know.

*****

The following I cannot edit or re-write, as it is signed and witnessed some months ago,
the three women are myself, my witness, and Agent Suki Yan.

*****



4 Attempts To Get New Passport, 2019, 3 Women:

Meeting One, January – February 2019

I meet at Quarry Bay and am hopeful the Canada Consul will cooperate with the
Court Order to supply my renewed passport by January 28, 2019, the deadline given
by Court Order of December 2018.

The meeting does not go well. Suki Yan wants my Birth Certificate from Canada,
though the office has done 4 earlier passports. She also wants more proof I am a
Hong Kong citizen, which is a Catch 22, as I have overstayed a Tourist Visa, due to
illness, and just been acquitted by the Hong Kong Courts. Two new problems.

I am hopeful at start. The courts gave me much legal ID.
I have Courtroom Hearing records!  Not acceptable, says Suki Yan.
I have lawyer payment records! Not acceptable, says Suki Yan.
I have bail receipt records! Not acceptable, says Suki Yan.

Finally I harp back on my Marriage in Hong Kong, it shows both married and single
names.She repeats what her seniors told me in 2016: Your marriage certificate is
NOT proof of your Identity.   We close the meeting politely with my plan to contact
my husband in Vancouver, to try to get my birth certificate.

September 25 2020, Hong Kong SAR.
Eleanor Wong:
Fiona Chan:

*****

2021 Later Notes:

*****

Meeting Two, January – February 2019

I ask Suki Yan for help with Birth Certificate. The Quebec agent tells me to have the
Hong Kong Office call him. Suki Yan explains that this is not Protocol.
My husband has 2 citizenships, phone bills, internet bills, many credit and bank
cards, medicare card, and lives with aged Chinese parents he cares for.  Our first
effort to get my birth certificate stalls, because the Quebec agent notes the first
utilities bill is in the name of my old father-in-law.

My husband offers to send more proof, and also a Rush Order, but the Quebec agent
stalls.

We also look into more Hong Kong Citizen ID. The three of us discuss what I can get
with NO Passport NO Visa.



Suki Yan suggests a Shenzhen Driver’s License, I wonder if she is new here. She is
younger than Cindy Cheung and Connie Wong.   “I need my passport to cross the
border into Shenzhen,” I remind her.

I am reminded of one ID piece I have, a HK Immigration Border Crossing record. I
have made roughly 100 border crosses: NO problems until this blockage of my
Passport.

We are all patient, though the Courts wanted my New Passport and the date was
January 28 2019.  We close the meeting with my plan to keep pushing for my Birth
Certificate. Fiona also wonders if I can get a Police ID card, as I am on good terms
with them.

September 25 2020, Hong Kong SAR.
Eleanor Wong:
Fiona Chan:

*****

Meeting Three, Late April 2019

Victory! After I write to BOTH Canada Consulate offices, asking as tactfully as
possible, Do I have to go to Court in litigation to get my Passport? Suki Yan does a
total turnaround.

She does not mention the need for Quebec Birth Certificate.  She does not mention I
have to be a Citizen of Hong Kong to get my Canadian Passport.

We have a happy meeting at Quarry Bay Canada Passport Office.

It is very simple and I write what she needs, I want it CLEAR.

She says, Bring 2 things: 1200 CASH, new passport photos, and new Guarantor
signatures.

TWO YEAR Standard Passport, she says. I try for a 5 or 10 year.

She even says, There may be some financial aid for you.

Fiona and I are happy. Our prayers have worked. She takes me out for a treat of
Italian spaghetti and double coffees at the nearest Café de Corale we can find.

September 25 2020, Hong Kong SAR.
Eleanor Wong:
Fiona Chan:



2021 Later Notes:  This is the one and only happy talk I have, after I threatened
litigation to the Higher Office, the Lower Office pretended to act fast. I feel they
wanted me arrested later, and jailed for Visa Overstay, and were just Buying Time.

*****

Meeting Four, Mid – Late May 2019

I have cash, photos, guarantors: Canadian teachers
Suki has new requests, we cannot finish application today
She says ONE Year passport only, many changes!
She wants the tiny white border crossing slip into Hong Kong
She wants a handwritten note, from me, stating as to why I want a Canadian Passport

She takes my old passport, yet does not give me a paper receipt, after a few minutes I ask
to retain it.
She accepts that, and says it is okay I keep the old passport
She is very polite, and says she will get things started anyway
I take her email, direct phone and email, to see if I can find the white border slip

I want to pay CASH as I worry I will run out of money, she says it is not necessary
I give her the application, she gives me NO receipt for the Time Pick Up Date, due to her
need for a few more documents
I ask about aid, she says aid is only if I show a full air fare to Canada

Meeting closes with her wanting to get started on processing, and me realizing I cannot
go on with all these meetings. I have done all I can do. So many people are trying to help
me.  I keep records of trying to Obey The Courts, to show respect to the law.

September 25 2020, Hong Kong SAR.
Eleanor Wong:
Fiona Chan:

*****

2021 Later Notes: The ONE detail in this story I want you to READ
... She wants a handwritten note, from me, stating as to why I want a Canadian Passport...I

look startled, as this is very legally sophisticated. In my words, in my writing, on my paper, I

am saying that I am NOT already a Canadian Citizen. Are they using the confusion between

the two names I have had, the English name and the Chinese name?

*****



June 2019: One Phone Call Is Made To My Passport Reference! So Happy
I had no idea that things would again worsen, but I was surprised that Suki Yan, or whoever
checks our references, on our passport application forms, was so slow.  We began in late April,
and my good Canadian friend talked with me around June 12 or June 13, to tell me that the
Canada Consulate just called her for a reference check.
Always mindful of the Hong Kong Immigration date of January 28 as the final date for the new

passport, I was worried at the slowness, and had accepted the loss of all my pensions after the
early May date.  I should have been faster perhaps, a long time ago.
Perhaps I am too easily satisfied, I was happy the passport was begun, and friends who cared

to extend their help to me, with talk of future plans. Amanda, my young teacher friend, offered
to give me free horse riding lessons, if I helped with English lessons, in a fun start-up project,
combining horse riding and ESL.  Our families once lived in the same area of rural Ontario.
Barbara, my childhood friend, wanted to see me at Christmas.
I wanted my Freedom, and to be a Working Person.
Little did I know, the plan was Nothing.

July 2019: Still NO Passport, No Work Is Done To Speed Up Court Order
Later, I will wonder if the phone call to check my references was the ONE thing that was done in
the entire year of 2019 to speed up my passport.

Nothing is done this whole month.
Late April, she waived the extra requirements that had dragged the application from early

January to late April.  It began.  By June, the first phone call was made.  Silence and
nothingness all July.  ALL other passports were 6 - 8 weeks.

Was the one phone call just to delay my worries, to hold me here longer and longer, until I
have more trouble, with a second government agency, of a second country?

I do calming exercises, but the stress builds and builds.
After the courtroom victory of January 3, my health began to mend.  I am beginning to cry

sometimes, but keep it to myself, I am a Working Person, and do not want to be seen as a
Female Victim.

August 2019: Still NO Passport, I Threaten Litigation, And Fracture My Foot
Suki Yan has no passport for me. We began in April. It takes 6 - 8 weeks, she could also give
me a short “waiting” passport so I could rush in and out to renew my visa through the Shenzhen
or Macau borders: I have crossed them 100 times, and have had a good relationship with
Immigration, prior to Suki Yan. It is now half a past the January 28 Court Order date to supply
my new passport to Immigration to obtain my needed visa. My helper and I contacted HKU
student legal clinic, to see if I can go to court to get the Canada Consul to cooperate. (Yet this is
to draw attention to the lower level workers, as I cannot believe Jeff Nankivell or others I sent
registered letters to, would disobey a Judicial Order. I do not know what to do.)

We cancel my appointment, as I fall and break a bone in my foot, the same foot that has had
several sports injuries.  I wear a cast, and continue to worry, writing letters, as records.  Of



course, after my hospitalization, due to NO Passport, I refused the concerned medical team’s
plans for follow up care, and physiotherapy.

September 2019: You! You Don’t Have A Lawyer!
Suki Yan knows I am threatening court action, and our relationship turns bad, as she openly

expresses anger for me.  She is my SOLE government in a country of a billion and a half
people: I hope, dear readers, if you bore at these grey details, you will see the larger picture, of
our dependence on our Consulates and Embassies, and the unlimited powers some
unsupervised employees take.

In a telephone call, she says, “You! You don't have a lawyer!” Her voice is full of emotion,
unusual for a government bureaucrat, and the feeling is thick with scorn. Knowing I am in
utmost danger, I say nothing.  With clarity and dark humour, I am almost glad to see her true
emotions spring out.

She is Canadian? There is Legal Aid. How bright do any of us need to be, to know we need
lawyers, when we are in danger on our travels. Does she come from a background where there
are only lawyers for the rich? My office file shows I began as an English teacher in rural Asia,
and though I only earned $400 a month, my life was full of new friends and adventures.

The rules for the Passport Type change again, “You won’t even get a One Year.” But she
implies Ottawa tells her what to do, which I doubt.

I am now left with this One Relationship as my Government in China, this one person can
decide my Life Story, how the Chapters go, how the Story will end, or that is what she seems to
think.  If you think I am being dramatic or self pitying, please re-read what happens to a NO
Passport NO Visa human being, in a world  full of people, well intentioned, kind hearted,
helpful, who repeat, Canada Is Perfect!

Canadians Are Nice!

October 2019: Suki Tells Blatant LIe To Immigration, “We Can Rush Her Passport Over.”
With my foot in a cast, I talk with Immigration, and at first, I feel confident my problems will be

resolved.  At this time, I am friendly with Immigration, with my barrister, with even the police,
who do not want to plug up the courts, when they have serious matters, due to recent protests.
The young staff may not know that defying their own court order has led me to such a collapsing
state: no money, no right to work. Mr. Lui is good humoured, and smart: he asked for proof the
passport was ready.
“She said she would rush the passport over, to us,” he said.
“But she would not send us the title page.” Or words to that effect.  We laughed together.  He
reassures me, “Miss Yan says the Higher Ups are very concerned for you.”
I wonder what prompted that lie. It implies wrongfully that I have financial aid, as I find out

many others receive small monthly allotments from the Hong Kong government.  I have none.
Mr. Lui and his also young female assistant are respectful and helpful to me, as the police have
recently been.  They bring me bottles of water, and even a noodles and vegetables lunch.
In retrospect this is terrifying.  It suggests to me that she wanted me at the Jail, and that there

is NO Passport.  She has defied the Judicial Court System, and now tells a Blatant Lie,
recorded, witnesses, and no one does anything to protect me.



November 2019: I Collapse In A Medical Centre, Again Hospitalized, No Passport Still
After Suki Yan told Immigration that she could rush them over my passport, a LIE, the

passport is not ready for me. Only for the Immigration Jail area.
My agent changes in November to a new young woman who seems respectful of Suki Yan as

a younger female and this worries me. I collapse as the lie of the Rush Passport to the Jail area
may affect me. In late November I am again hospitalized for synopse, and receive fine care.  I
am told not to ever walk on busy roads.  I make records. I tell Immigration, but again the denial
of follow up care, as I do not have this alleged rush passport yet.

December 2019: I Black-out, Head Gash Requires Stitches, Passport Not Ready
After Suki Yan told Immigration that she could rush them over my passport, a LIE, the

passport is not ready for me. Only for the Immigration Jail area.
Later in December, this woman will refer to my passport as Pending. A total

contradiction to the Rush Passport of October, as told to the helpful Mr. Lui.
Witnesses, written proofs, all ignored here. Her tenacity and confidence amaze me.
“The Canada Gang” says an affluent Chinese neighbour, “May be more powerful than

The Police Gang. aren’t you worried for your friends?”
I fall onto a hard floor creating a bloody split on my forehead.  About the middle of the month.

Even Immigration does not tell Suki Yan what to do, she is powerful.  She LIES to them, as I am
unable to get stitches my wound, because I have NO Passport.
I received treatments before as ambulances were required, which qualifies as emergency

care.When I gash my forehead, it is night time, and I do not want to go outside, and the bleeding
is quite steady. I just want to lie alone, and wait for the wound to improve.
I send photos as a last futile cry for assistance to both of my agents.  No Passport.
The second major event is a happy one.
Two younger Shenzhen friends offer to send me money on WeChat payment systems.  They

are friends of more than 20 years.  The men were my teaching assistants at Crazy English in
Nanning, and I knew them later in Shenzhen and Guangdong. “However much you need,” offers
Clark Wang, CEO of Rainbow Education.  His girlfriend Arya invites me to live with them when I
return to China, to help me start up again. The other friend wants me to spend Spring Holiday
with his family in a village in beautiful Guangxi Province, where we all began our teaching so
many happy years before.
I am a cared for person, but badly disconnected.
The women refuse to receive WeChat to pay for my passport, as the rules limit that.

January 2020: I Enter Freeze State, And Think There Is Id Theft Somewhere

After I become more assertive, and mention to the Quarry Bay women, Cindy and Suki, I am
worried there is ID Theft, an email from the new agent at Immigration asks me if I want to pick
up my passport there.  I can go straight there to the Immigration Jail.  No passports are
delivered to Jail Areas.



I do not believe there is a passport, it is a conversation we have with ourselves, weighing all the
events that have gone before, there was no more documentation given to SUKI YAN than in the
same month that the Court Order occurred.

If any of you think I should NOT have stopped trying, look at all I did. Others were PAID money
to do the work I did on this, and I doubt this story would have happened in Canada, or even
Mainland China, where there is more federal oversight. I enter FREEZE.  Please look at the
Health Photos PDFs I am putting up soon.  I want my health back, and not to live in terror.

Neither myself nor any other Canadian nor Chinese agency gave new data, new information,
new documents to Suki Yan, Connie Wong, nor Cindy Chung.

My logical deduction is that there were two choices for thought processes to mull over:
1. They never gave me my passport for 2 years, as it was sold or used elsewhere
2. There was a passport for me, but they took 2 years to give it to me, instead of 2 months,

out of active dislike of me, for reasons unknown to me

Not being paranoid, crazy, or that dislikable, I could only assume some ID Theft.

Legal disclaimer: I am not saying that one of these women was involved. I cannot get this
looked into.

Laws Involved, Of Being Made Stateless, NO Passport NO Visa

I believe that at least ONE law has been broken in the refusal to give me my passport, to
manipulate me into such danger.  I do not think lower level workers in a consulate should be
protected by endangering a citizen to such a degree.

If my attempt to file a charge is rejected, in Hong Kong, I can try a second time, with a private
prosecution.  I am not foolish, and do not blame most people, just the agent most responsible.
I want to repair my relationship with the Immigration Department, as I have lived in Asia 25
years.

If you are a legal professional, please help me to find one small wrong that I can charge as a
defensive tactic, to show the Immigration Department, the region of Hong Kong SAR, and the
federal government of China, that I tried to so hard to honor the court ruling to quickly obtain my
Canadian passport, the court order of December and January, 2018 and 2019.

Please help me, for the court order depended on TWO parties, myself and the second, the
Canada Consulate, who eludes all responsibility, and I could not obey without the
participation of the second party, the Canada Consul.

See Fast Specific Steps at close.



Three levels of laws, local, national, international:

Local law, treatment of older citizens.
Money: I had friends who wanted to send money to me, and the Canada Consul women
ignored their own guidelines to receive money for me. I could not use Western Union with NO
Passport.  I have had NO money aid, though ordered never to work.  With no aid in receiving
funds sent to me from other countries.
Health: After my hospitalizations for physical illness, not fatal, not contagious, I sadly refused
follow up help, appointments, check ups, and prescriptions, from kind and caring local doctors
and nurses.  It did not fit the rules, which required a passport to be shown.
Fairness: Many people in Hong Kong, friends, doctors, nurses, and even police and
Immigration workers have been very kind to me, as an older person: my criticism is of the No
Passport No Visa ordeal.

National and international law.
Double jeopardy, I was tried and fully acquitted in court, though I did admit it was wrong to
overstay, my illness and clean record helped explain. I cannot be punished and deported due to
the continuing refusal to give me my renewed passport. I am so anxious I cannot go near the
Immigration Centre, as I feel Suki Yan wanted me to be deported to cover her own errors.
The United Nations, articles.
Freedom of movement, though the flu panic limits us lately, I was stopped over three years
ago from working in other areas, and have missed weddings, births, and funerals of loved
friends in other geographical areas.  My emotional losses are tragic, and omnipresent.  Please
read my personal career and references section. Ban on degrading treatment. It is
mandatory to have nude body searches in some Immigration Centres, and I am terrified of this.
(I do not want to overly criticize our Hong Kong regulations, as the root is with being denied my
CANADA passport.) Right to privacy. This is not a worry to me, as being Stateless is the
larger issue.  But Canadians in Canada do not understand the awe in which our country is held,
and how the Consulate becomes like an acting head of state for tourists and business people. I
may want a Higher Court when I have a serious problem abroad. Right to presumption of
innocence. My fear of Suki Yan directing me to Passport Pick-Up at the Deportation Jail, rather
than the Canada Consulate applies here.

One clear FACT:

The Right To Nationality:

I have NONE, and I need help, not punishment.  I cannot get it from the place you all tell me
over and over again, to turn to, to ask for help. Ask the Canada Consulate!

Readers, Help Me Avoid Jail;  Give Me A Real Court To Fight This



I want you to see that there is something seriously wrong with my fight to get my
passport, that I tried over and over again to make Suki Yan and her team show respect to
the Court Order on behalf of the Immigration Department. Spare me taking the blame, I
am NOT a scapegoat.  Is it not clear where the responsibility lay?
In the past year, the wonderful people coming forward to help me see a better story here
for myself, if I can solve this NO Passport NO Visa.

Specific Help:

The Immigration Department:
I had no troubles in over 100 border crossings, and a good relationship with Immigration.

Healing Time:
I have lived in 24/7 fear as a STATELESS NON-CITIZEN. ALL my support groups, friends,
are in the Shenzhen and Hong Kong area.  I have had a job offer in Asia from a CEO.

A Standard 10 Year Passport

A Visa that matches the time on the Passport

And in the best tradition of the Internet, I ask you all, to share this story, and by your
awareness to help me create a better ending.

I thank you, whoever you are, and wherever you are, in this world.



International Career: CHINA * KENYA * ISRAEL * RWANDA

"Ellie Wong has done a wonderful work on LinkedIn in a non-profit way to facilitate
friendship between our African continent and Asia , concerned for the rights of all, not to
suffer unjust bias based on skin tones or shades. As a nonprofit publisher and writer,
she is concerned about bias based on gender, race, or religion, and a world citizen."

Gratien Mukeshimana, RWANDA Co-Founder, 28 Credentials Of Entrepreneurs, Global
Platform “𝑰 𝒋𝒐𝒊𝒏𝒆𝒅 “28 𝑪𝒓𝒆𝒅𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒊𝒂𝒍𝒔 𝒐𝒇 𝑬𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒆𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒖𝒓𝒔” 𝒕𝒐 ... 𝒕𝒐 𝒄𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒕𝒆 𝒂 𝑷𝒍𝒂𝒕𝒇𝒐𝒓𝒎 𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝑾𝒐𝒓𝒍𝒅
𝑬𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒆𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒖𝒓𝒔, 𝑵𝒆𝒕𝒘𝒐𝒓𝒌, 𝑩𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝒀𝒐𝒖𝒓𝒔𝒆𝒍𝒇 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝑳𝒆𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒈𝒆 𝒃𝒖𝒔𝒊𝒏𝒆𝒔𝒔𝒆𝒔... 𝒎𝒂𝒏𝒚 𝑽𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒎𝒆𝒔 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝒆𝒂𝒄𝒉
𝒘𝒊𝒍𝒍 𝒉𝒂𝒗𝒆 𝒇𝒆𝒂𝒕𝒖𝒓𝒆𝒅 100 𝑬𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒆𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒖𝒓𝒔. 𝑻𝒉𝒆 𝒃𝒐𝒐𝒌 𝒘𝒊𝒍𝒍 𝒃𝒆 𝒍𝒂𝒖𝒏𝒄𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝒔𝒐𝒐𝒏 𝒊𝒏 𝑴𝒂𝒍𝒂𝒚𝒔𝒊𝒂, 𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒏...
𝒊𝒏 𝑰𝒏𝒅𝒊𝒂 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝑪𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒂 𝒂𝒔 𝒘𝒆𝒍𝒍 𝒂𝒔 𝒐𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒓 𝒄𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒊𝒆𝒔.” Digital Marketing · Career Development
Coaching · Business Consulting · Brand Marketing · Executive Coaching · Leadership
Development · Nonprofit Consulting · Social Media Marketing · Loans · Financial Advisory

“Ellie is passionate and steadfast in her job. Working with her on a cyber security awareness
campaign that focused on healthcare professionals was an interesting assignment based on her
in depth knowledge of the workings of medics.”
Alulu Joseph KENYA Senior Recruitment Consultant, Hallmark

“I rarely come across real talents who stand out like Ellie Wong. Genuine expert is the phrase
that comes to mind when I think about Ellie. Any employee would be lucky to have Ellie in their
team. Ellie will be an asset to any company.”
David Tal  ISRAEL Checkmarx, Senior Sales Development Representative, North America

“Ellie is a professional in her work. I highly recommend her to anyone who would be interested
in her services. I find her helpful in so many ways. Her skills are on another level.”
Maria Gatuguta KENYA SEO Based Writer Content Writer, Blog Post Writer, Graphic Design

“I have known Eleanor Wong now for almost 20 years. We first met in Shenzhen city through
our shared work at Wal-Mart Shenzhen China, where we designed and delivered staff
development workshops focused on leadership skills enhancement and cross cultural
management best practice. She displayed her brilliance in the creative arts and her ability to
uncover and breath life into the creativity of those around her. From very early in the
development of our friendship and professional association I believed in her future as an
Internet arts entrepreneur.
Visionary in her outlook, diligent and timely in the execution of the work at hand, she has a

deep understanding of culture and its importance. She is an accomplished editor, author,
publisher, fundraiser and creative arts director who continues to give back to society and
change the world in a most positive way. Her sincerity, empathy and encouragement are
boundless. She is a real inspiration, both to myself and to so many others. It is with pride and
privilege that I am able to call Ms. Eleanor Wong a friend and wish her well in all that she
aspires to now and in the future.”
Michael Eagleton   CHINA Managing Director, Shenzhen Xinshunao Co., Ltd. Entrepreneur

Influencer  Community Builder  KOL Marketing   Digital Content Creator    BD



Returning  HK Partner: Linked In & Immigration Reference March 23 2021

March 23 2021

Letter at Linked In From Wong Kin Chung, Joseph, Hong Kong - Canada Citizen
Future ASIA Hong Kong China Projects, With Hong Kong Citizen/Partner

Joseph Wong Computer Software Professional

I've collaborated with Ellie Wong in giving tips and suggestions for her art and travel books. She
is a very well traveled person who is into visual and audio art as well as recording her own
personal experience in her many trips and adventures she had traveling either with me, by
herself or with some other group of friends and acquaintances she met along the way.

She is the author of many books from a wide range of subjects which include politics, art,
philosophy, meditation and international travel. She's honest, objective, up front and not afraid to
give her opinions on the many subjects she is interested in.

Travel, art and meditation are her specialty which she has in depth knowledge of having spent
many years in China, studied art as her major in college and spent many years practicing with
gurus and masters in the esoteric art of meditation. She is highly recommended if you want to
learn about these specialty subjects or am interested in her books and want to publish her
works.

*****

International Charity Fundraising & Volunteer Internet PR Work

Facebook Page, @booksforhomeless, Books For Homeless, Volunteer start-up to gather
and distribute good condition second hand books for low income Hong Kong citizens. Contact
me if you are in the Hong Kong area, thanks.

Pinterest, @KindnessWalk, Social media to  support the homeless of Hong Kong,
impacthk.org.

Facebook Page, @khalsadiwantemple, Hong Kong - Canada Sikh Friendship, Page began
as a meeting place for Sikh friends in Hong Kong to discuss visas, travel, etc. with those already
in Canada.

Facebook Page, @supportkindnessmatters, Kindness Matters Charity, Fan page for a
homeless charity. To connect you to their website, and top pages.

Facebook Page, @birthofchina1949, China & Hong Kong Peace Page, Friendship Page to
highlight the need for Hong Kong - Shenzhen - Macau friendships, travel, and support.



Facebook Page, @TheChinaAdventuresOfArielleGabriel, The China Adventures of Arielle
Gabriel, A simple publicity page to connect with a 1500 page travel website, offering free travel
information, with emphasis on budget travel.

Facebook Page, @theinternationalpaperdollsociety, The International Paper Doll Society
& Dolls Board, A simple publicity page to connect with a 1500 page free paper toys website,
using paper dolls to teach the beautiful clothes of world cultures in Asia, Africa, Europe, and
other areas.  History and geography are combined with play and fun.

Fundraiser, Company Name La Fondation de l'Hôpital de Montréal pour enfants /
Montréal Children's Hospital Foundation, January 1999 – December 1999

Fundraiser, Development and Peace, Poverty Alleviation, January 1998 – December 1998
Fundraiser raising aid for the Philippines, a Christian charity that did not impose religion
restrictions on aid workers or aid recipients, i.e. interdenominational.

Fundraiser, American Public Broadcasting Service, One Year, 1995
Vermont Public Broadcasting Service, part of PBS, television shows that advocate greater
literacy, as well as encourage interest in history, fine arts, educational shows for children, ballet,
opera, and many other forms of cultural activity.

Volunteer ESL Teacher,  Helping Newcomers to Canada English Skills, 1984 - 2001

British Women’s Liberation Movement. 5 years of volunteer work, women’s centres,
Bristol, Lancaster, London.

LONGER READ: Lawyers, Barristers, Prosecutors, Police, Media

I truly believe at least one wrongdoing has been done to me, and I know that in Canada, I could
have had these workers removed at a much earlier point in this nightmare.
I want to allay the troubles they cause me with so many other departments of government, by
bringing one small charge against SUKI YAN, and perhaps her manager, if she was directed to
her actions by another party.

DOUBLE JEOPARDY, A Basic Principle of Law Around The World

Double jeopardy is a procedural defence (primarily in common law jurisdictions) that
prevents an accused person from being tried again on the same (or similar) charges
following an acquittal in the same jurisdiction. A variation in civil law countries is the
peremptory plea, which may take the specific forms of autrefois acquit ('previously acquitted')
or autrefois convict ('previously convicted'). These doctrines appear to have originated in ancient
Roman law, in the broader principle non bis in idem ('not twice against the same').



International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
The 72 signatories and 166 parties to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
recognise, under Article 14 (7): "No one shall be liable to be tried or punished again for an
offence for which he has already been finally convicted or acquitted in accordance with the
law and penal procedure of each country." However, it does not apply to prosecutions by two
different sovereigns(unless the relevant extradition treaty expresses a prohibition).

United States
Main article: Double Jeopardy Clause

The ancient protection of the Common Law against double jeopardy is maintained in its
full rigour in the United States, beyond the reach of any change save that of a Constitutional
Amendment. The Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution provides:

... nor shall any person be subject for the same offence to be twice put in
jeopardy of life or limb; ...

European Convention on Human Rights

All members of the Council of Europe (which includes nearly all European countries and every
member of the European Union) have adopted the European Convention on Human Rights. The
optional Protocol No. 7 to the convention, Article 4, protects against double jeopardy:
"No one shall be liable to be tried or punished again in criminal proceedings under the
jurisdiction of the same State for an offence for which he or she has already been finally
acquitted or convicted in accordance with the law and penal procedure of that State."

All EU states have ratified this optional protocol except for Germany, the United Kingdom, and
the Netherlands.[ In those member states, national rules governing double jeopardy may or may
not comply with the provision cited above.

Member states may, however, implement legislation which allows reopening of a case if new
evidence is found or if there was a fundamental defect in the previous proceedings:

The provisions of the preceding paragraph shall not prevent the reopening of the
case in accordance with the law and penal procedure of the State concerned, if
there is evidence of new or newly discovered facts, or if there has been a
fundamental defect in the previous proceedings, which could affect the outcome of
the case...

NO Passport No Visa: “Lack Of Appropriate Action, Where There Is An Expectation of
Trust Which Causes Harm Or Distress To An Older Person”



“The definition developed by Action on Elder Abuse in the United Kingdom and adopted by  the
International Network for the Prevention of Elder Abuse states that: ‘‘Elder abuse is a single or
repeated act, or lack of appropriate action, occurring within any relationship where there is an
expectation of trust which causes harm or distress to an older person.’’ Such abuse is
generally divided into the following categories:.
Physical abuse – the infliction of pain or injury, physical coercion, or physical or drug-induced
restraint..
Psychological or emotional abuse – the infliction of mental anguish..
Financial or material abuse – the illegal or improper exploitation or use of funds or resources
of the older person..
Sexual abuse – non-consensual sexual contact of any kind with the older person..
Neglect – the refusal or failure to fulfil a caregiving obligation. This may or may not involve a
conscious and intentional attempt to inflict physical or emotional distress on the older person.

This definition of elder abuse has been heavily influenced by the work done in Canada, the
United Kingdom and the United States. Studies conducted in China (Hong Kong SAR), Finland,
Greece, India,  Ireland, Israel, Norway, Poland and South Africa have approached the topic in
distinctly different ways. In countries such as China, that emphasize harmony and respect
within society, neglecting the care of an older person is considered an act of elder
abuse…”

Credit: Action on Elder Abuse in the United Kingdom, this five point definition adopted by the
International Network for the Prevention of Elder Abuse

*****

UN: The Universal Declaration Of Human Rights: Articles 15, 13, 12, 11, 5
NO Passport NO Visa:  Being STATELESS Is My Primary Complaint…Since 2018.

Article 15 Universal Declaration Of Human Rights: Right To A Nationality
Right to a nationality. The right to a nationality is enshrined in Article 15 of the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights.

Article 13: Universal Declaration Of Human Rights: The Right To Freedom Of Movement

Definitions of the right to freedom of movement

1. Everyone lawfully within the territory of a State shall, within that territory, have the right to liberty
of movement and freedom to choose his residence.
2. Everyone shall be free to leave any country, including his own.
3. The above-mentioned rights shall not be subject to any restrictions except those which are provided



by law, are necessary to protect national security, public order, public health or morals or the rights
and freedoms of others, and are consistent with the other rights recognized in the present Covenant.
4. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of the right to enter his own country.

“Freedom of movement is a cornerstone of modern society and includes the right to move freely
within the whole territory of a State, to leave any country and to enter a person’s own country.  It is
essential for a person’s social and individual development and the functioning of families,
communities and countries. Every day, people depend on their ability to move freely from their
residences to their offices, hospitals, grocery stores, schools, etc...Stopping a person, regardless of the
purpose, affects the right to freedom of movement and may dramatically impact a person’s life and
community. “  The Stopping and Searching of Persons, United Nations, 2nd edition, March 2014

Article 12 Universal Declaration Of Human Rights: Right To Privacy
Right to privacy. Article 12 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights gives the right of privacy.

MY Note: I am protecting my privacy and that of many people helping me, as i do not want to put
addresses, names, of helpers.  This causes me distress, as I want to obey local laws.  But friends use
their ID to help me, see doctors, have food and housing. I have never worked for money, with NO aid
at all from any government agency.

Article 11 Universal Declaration Of Human Rights: Right To The Presumption Of Innocence
Right to the presumption of innocence.  The right to the presumption of innocence (subsumed in the
right to fair trial) is enshrined in Article 11 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

MY Note; I am innocent of wrongdoing that would merit jail or deportation.  I do NOT criticize Hong
Kong Immigration, nor the government of China, as the ROOT is clearly NO Passport.

Article 5 Universal Declaration Of Human Rights: Ban On Torture, Cruel, Inhuman, Or
Degrading Treatment

Ban on torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment
The Ban on torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment is enshrined in Article 5 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights.

“The right to personal integrity and dignity mandates an absolute prohibition of
torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment. In addition, searching a person may affect
the person’s right to personal integrity and dignity. Whenever a search is required, it should be
conducted with professionalism and sensitivity, with respect for the inherent dignity of the human
person….”

UK: Strip-searching Is Humiliating...A Dreadful Invasion Of Privacy

“There is one particular aspect of entrenched prison routine that I consider wholly unacceptable for
women...Strip-searching is humiliating, degrading and undignified for a woman and a dreadful
invasion of privacy...A group of women in one prison, including some who suffered domestic abuse
and some who had not, described strip-searching as making them feel embarrassed, invaded,



degraded, uncomfortable, vulnerable, humiliated, ashamed, violated and dirty.”
Report To UK Parliament, 2007, Inhumanity Of Body Searches, Baroness Corston

FRANCE: European Court Of Human Rights Condemns Strip Searches

…“In a judgment handed down on 12 June 2007, the European Court of Human Rights held that
particular strip searches conducted on the applicant violated the prohibition on degrading treatment
in article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights (‘ECHR’).”
Frerot v France ECHR Application No 70204/01 (12 June 2007)

Article 3 European Convention on Human Rights: Anal Searches

Article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights prohibits torture, and "inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment". Article 3 – Prohibition of torture No one shall be subjected to torture or to
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

There are no exceptions or limitations on this right.

*****



Perfect History of 10+ Canada Passports

Parents: Canada citizens Grandparents: UK and Canada citizens

Childhood:

Age 9: 10 Year Passport, My parents applied for my own passport

Age 18: 5 Year Passport

Applications through Montreal and Vancouver, Canada.

At least three more passports before living in Hong Kong and China, and some time
spent living in England, where my ancestors originated from, as well as Scotland and
Ireland.

Recent Canada Passports:

2003 – 2004 cusp of year, Guangzhou, due to crime

2008 – 2009 cusp of year, Hong Kong, 5 year. I ask to have my married name on my
passport.  I am told, not to bother. Cindy Chung refuses politely. Robbery attempt
follows.

2009 Late in the year, Guangzhou, the Guangzhou Police are friendly. I go for tea with a
police woman. We discussed how my in-laws fled Japanese Invasion for Hong Kong.

2011 2 passports, mid-summer, through Hong Kong, an interim passport for rush for
travel to Summer School in China, a proper 5 year passport.  I ask Cindy Chung again to
have my married name put on my passport; I am in a rush, so take advice, not to bother
for a while.  She is helpful and friendly, but never wants me to have my married name
done.

2016, January – February the troubles begin. I fight hard to have a 5 year passport, as
they tell me because I want my married name on the passport, I can only have a 2 year
passport. I foresee this will cause me trouble in the future, and it does.

*****



Psychology Of White Collar Crime Echoes My Passport ID Loss!

Those who criticize countries such as China or Russia for not allowing unlimited freedom of
speech are self-deceiving, as there is no perfect freedom of speech anywhere in this world
and there never has been.

When I researched everything I could find about ID Theft on the Internet last year, I
discovered an excellent and thorough website called Fraud Aid.  An affluent businesswoman,
in San Francisco, created this huge site, and now advises thousands of us, after being
defrauded herself in white collar investment and securities scams.

Legal disclaimer: I am not saying that others are criminals.  I am saying that the feelings
induced, passivity, helplessness, and a frozen state, after long entanglements with
government bureaucrats, may echo those of people who are deceived by con artists.

The bells that rang just would not stop, especially that the Plans have a Planned Ending, with
a Beginning, Middle, and End, that you the naive and isolated individual walk into. We do not
know often why these overly long tussles happen.

I have travelled all my life, and my Canadian family worked for the Canadian government,
and even in the travel business: there is no way that I do not want my passport, or that I could
have foreseen this disaster.

I quote from the article which is in italics:

*****

Fraud Aid: “Gaining your confidence:
There are two basic elements required to create a scam: (1) That the deal be too good to pass up; and

(2) that it involves a situation about which, in reality, the target has little or no knowledge even if he
thinks he does. A con artist knows how to read you… he is not only talking to your conscious mind, he
is speaking to your inner voices.”

*****
● The deal of Yes Passport can never be passed up
● Canada is a Perfect Country, everyone says so!
● I do not know their internal rules, they change them many times
● They do not need to be sensitive, terror having NO Passport keep me always in touch
● They learn more from our data, than we think, woman, Canadian, in Asia 25 years



Legal disclaimer: I use metaphor, I am not saying anyone is a criminal.

*****
Fraud Aid: “Locating you, the victim:

Potential victims can be found in all sorts of places - country clubs, small airports where private planes are
parked, cocktail parties, cruise ships, on the Internet, anywhere the con will find people who have extra money to
spend ….”

● Canadian, one of the most desired citizenships in Chinese and other circles
● Most desirable ID for Hong Kong/Guangdong/Western Canada ID theft rings
● I live and travel the Hong Kong/Guangdong/Western Canada corridor since 2000
● I married a man who lives and travels Hong Kong/Guangdong/Vancouver
● He has dual citizenship, and many in-laws in Vancouver, same travel motions
● We have both been targets before (YES, I made police records)
● Alleged wrong doers  also Hong Kong/Guangdong/Canada corridor

Legal disclaimer: I use metaphor, I am not saying anyone is a criminal.

*****

“The next step is to be …the only person on whom you can rely for ...your wishes, desires,
and/or personal safety.

“The next step is to make himself or herself appear to be the only person on whom you can rely for the
fulfillment of your wishes, desires, and/or personal safety. Keep in mind that in order for the scam to work, the
scam artist will gain your complete and unquestioning trust, and they are very, very skillful at doing this.”

*****
● The ONLY person I can rely on?  They did not have to work to gain my trust, they RULE

my identity
● My personal safety?  I am in incredible danger here

Legal disclaimer: I use metaphor, I am not saying anyone is a criminal.

*****

“If the scam is long and involved, you will be instilled with a fear of contacting the
authorities.”

“If the scam is long and involved, you will be instilled with a fear of contacting the authorities.
To accomplish this, the scam artist will use whatever fear is uppermost in your emotional



catalog. In your mind, you will feel that to take any action will either make you look foolish,
and/or you will fear retribution from the con artist, and/or you will fear even the authorities
themselves. If the scam has gone on long enough, you have been brainwashed, quite literally,
into believing the scam artist more than the authorities and those close to you.”

● No one would remove SUKI YAN, as all of 2019 passed slowly, yet her manager seems
to be CONNIE WONG, the  manager of CINDY CHUNG perhaps, WONG is a common
family name here which is also my own name, by marriage

● The court order ordered Canada Consul to deliver passport by January 28 2019
● I wrote dozens of letters, had a witness with me, pleaded OBEY the law, RESPECT the

court, in writing; I kept records, all ignored.
● Every day of their slowness was a pain, a loss, a deprivation, but NO action by them
● I was manipulated into being the Blame The Victim transgressor, my body was to be

forcibly held in the city until I ran out of all my savings denied all help, with refusal
even to receive money sent by friends from abroad

Legal disclaimer: I use metaphor, I am not saying anyone is a criminal.

*****

“The con artist moves into the position of supreme power…..”

“Why don't more victims report fraud crimes? Because con artists are masters at instilling a sense of
fear, shame, and guilt in their victims.
They are masters of domination and intimidation, artfully weaving them into their script. ..They don't
merely seek out the greedy or the weak or the stupid….They seek out the needy.
Con artists will stalk anyone whose weaknesses or strengths can be used…You are moved from a
position of control to one of no control over anything at all. ..The con artist moves into the position of
supreme power…..”

*****
I have no control over anything. I cannot work, rent, receive money, take charges at law,

travel, have medical follow up, they have instilled fear so great in me, I cannot breathe at
times, and also manipulated me against other agencies: I am a Stateless Citizen, and told
to report this problem to the Canada Consulate women, who made me a Stateless
Citizen!
Legal disclaimer: I use metaphor, I am not saying anyone is a criminal.

*****



“Forestalling action by the law:

“This is where terror tactics are used.
This is the step where the swindler will use every sort of threat imaginable to induce in you the

deepest fears in order to prevent you from contacting the authorities for as long as possible, or maybe
never.

The swindler will threaten you with anything ranging from total loss of all funds, to convincing you
that you have involved yourself in some sort of questionable activity, to threatening you with maiming
or death.

The swindler will use stall tactics by telling you that funds are tied up…The results are always the
same - it gives the swindler time to wrap up his scam … you will no longer be able to correspond with
him, talk with him, or even locate him.”

*****

Legal disclaimer: I use metaphor, I am not saying anyone is a criminal.

*****



Immigration Centre Is Like A REAL Asian Jail:

I have had a history of over 100 entries and exits into Hong Kong, with NO trouble until
CANADA created NO Passport No Visa. As I want my prior relationship with Hong Kong and
China repaired, I do not criticize the Hong Kong Immigration department, as the ROOT  is with
CANADA. How this is like a Real Jail, but missing the preliminaries, such as a judge, jury,
lawyers, prosecutors, right of appeal, etc:

Riot Police Officers: They are strongly trained, receiving anti-riot training, to desensitize them
to violent or aggressive behaviour.  They have to deal not only with female domestics, but to all
types of people, including terrorists, murderers, or heroin traffickers.

History Of Being A Real Jail: It  was once a  Correctional Services Department  but the
Immigration Department took it over in 2009, and by habit, utilized the same managerial
techniques.

Nude Body Searches:
I understand there may be drug users, and traffickers here, as the Bangkok - Hong Kong route

is said to be a major drug route.  This may be why these tough measures predominate.
I want to state that CHINA as a larger country does not allow these terrifying anal and vaginal

body searches, nor does Pakistan. British and Americans may have taught these techniques.

Solitary confinement:
The Immigration Department states that detainees can file complaints if they have grievances,
but when you apply for a complaint form from the officers, your name is written down. After that,
you may offend someone, by complaining, and you can be put into solitary confinement.

Government Officials Do Visit:



The courtesies involved require that the people held there do not speak at all to these Hong
Kong politicians, perhaps they concentrate on looking at the environment, food, hygiene,
decoration. One woman interrupted a formal visit of these local dignitaries to ask why she was
there, and received several weeks of solitary confinement. No talking.

Held For 2 Years or More With NO Trials: Arrests Bypassing Judicial System

I was given confidence not only by my full acquittal in court of Visa Overstay but by an earlier
confidence from a barrister neighbour, “Both sides hate paying for the plane fare home.” Yet
two geographical areas, debating back and forth, could explain why inmates of the prison, or
holding centre, linger for long periods of time. With blocked communications outwards,
forbidden to speak to visiting politicians, detainees can be held for long periods. Two recent
cases reveal one person held for two years, and another held for almost three years.

It is my own country CANADA that is pushing me towards this, hardly most Canadians, but a
handful of workers at the CANADA CONSUL, who are setting me up for this.  I hope I have
written this article, clearly.  I do not want to bore, or repeat.

Because of incredible irregularities in the handling of my passport, in an office that had three or
four prior passports done, they have records of my life and my identity which will slowly be
erased if I disappear into some holding centre in Asia.

*****

Voices Of My Ancestors: On Fights And Fighting: My Maternal Grandfather

Both my grandfathers made it through four years of World War 1, with military backgrounds in
both the British and Canadian armed services.  My Scottish Canadian grandfather impressed
me with his fortitude in surviving the famous Battle of Ypres, where mustard gas was used for
the first time by the Germans.
He endured through three wars, though in the third, World War 2, he was asked to return as an

expert in marksmanship to teach shooting to the younger men. Though he saw many of his own
friends die on the battlefields of Europe, he was known for his gentleness, stability, and
amiability.  His early childhood saw some tragedy. His father died shortly after his birth in
Edinburgh, leaving his widowed mother to raise four children and to manage their family store, a
fishing and hunting supplies business.
Though I hate fighting, I think of my ancestors who are not only in my DNA, but spiritually, as I

feel them around me, when my problems overwhelm me. I think of their wars.
If the battle seems almost hopeless, you cannot give up, you cannot weaken, you must use

every bit of strength and intelligence you have, you must fight on.

*****



ITEMS OF PROOF: Just A Few January  - April Emails, 2019

I prepared a much longer and better Items Of Proof, Witnesses, etc. file, but of course,
who do I take this to?

NO ONE in Hong Kong thinks that the Canada Consul should NOT be my Higher
Authority. I thank so much all people who help me, but I do feel something needs
amending in the legal system.

So I apologize, this is a Quick Read, to show how hard I fought. To Obey The Law.

*****

I Implore CANADA To Obey Hong Kong Courts, Be Fast!

Forwarded Email From Joseph Wong, Vancouver, asking Rush Service, Birth Certificate:

On 1/22/19 6:41 AM, Olivier, Martin wrote:

Hello Mr. Wong,

For the Canadian consulate, you have to go see them, no madam. (sic)  We cannot make a

letter of proof for the consulate and your bill is not accepted by my bosses, as you live dear

(sic) your parents send us an invoice from your parents from November. December or January

with a letter from you who authorizes us to send the certificate to this address.

I do my best to help you

Martin Olivier

Agent de bureau...

Ministère du Travail, de l’Emploi et de la Solidarité sociale
2535, boulevard Laurier, 3e étage
Québec (Québec)  G1V 5C5
Téléphone : 418 643-1447, poste 2189
Télécopieur : 418-646-9695



*****

ITEMS OF PROOF: Email 2019 January 26, 2019, Obtain More ID

-------- Original message --------

From: Joseph Wong <.......@telus.net>

Date: 2019/01/26 17:17 (GMT+08:00)

To: elliewong** <elliewong**@gmail.com>

Did you get my previous email? I've sent a reply to the Quebec government requesting that

they send your birth certificate and I have attached my phone bill, my parent's electric bill and

a letter authorizing the release of your birth certificate. I'm waiting for their reply and have

been busy the past two days with work. Please visit the Canadian Consulate and ask that they

give the Quebec government permission to release your birth certificate. I'm hoping that they

reply soon.

Joseph

*****

ITEMS OF PROOF: Letter Email 2019 January 26, 1.11 AM, Obtain More ID

-------- Forwarded Message --------

Subject: Re: Letter to Canada Consulate

Date: Sat, 26 Jan 2019 01:11:13 -0800

From: Joseph Wong <*******@telus.net>

To: Olivier, Martin <Martin.Olivier@dec.gouv.qc.ca>

Here's an electric bill from BC Hydro which is the electric company here in BC which my

parents pay to.  Attached is a letter authorizing the Quebec government department

responsible for giving out birth certificates to send it out to my place of residence here in

Vancouver, B.C.  Attached is also my cell phone bill from my current provider here in BC. This

is in my name entirely and has no relevance to my father ***** * * Wong.



Joseph Wong

*****

ITEMS OF PROOF: Email January 28, 2019, Obtain More ID

-------- Original message --------

From: Joseph Wong <****@telus.net>

Date: 2019/01/28 05:58 (GMT+08:00)

To: elliewong**<elliewong***8@gmail.com>

Subject: Fwd: Re: Letter to Canada Consulate

This is what I just sent them on Saturday. I hope to receive a reply from them sometime next

week. I sent them my emailed phone bill last time, but they didn't accept it, so I'm sending

them my formal one I get from my cell phone company. The proof of address of where I live in

Vancouver I can send to them no problems at all, but they also have a requirement that you

get written permission from the Canadian consulate in Hong Kong that I am authorized to

receive your birth certificate. That's the last email response I sent to the government worker I

talked to about your certificate which you can read at the bottom of this message. His name is

Martin Olivier and you can see below his email address which is:

Martin.Olivier@dec.gouv.qc.ca.  If you want to talk to him about your birth certificate, you

can email him directly. Tell him that you trust me and you officially authorized me to receive

your birth certificate.

Joseph

*****

My 2021 Note: There is a change in rules in Canada birth certificates, as we had one sent to

this same house before, to Joseph.  My Canadian husband writes, he needs a letter from Hong

Kong:  “written permission from the Canadian consulate in Hong Kong that I am authorized to

receive your birth certificate”

*****

ITEMS OF PROOF: Email  February 7, 2019, Obtain More ID, Rush Service

From: elliewong** elliewong**@gmail.com



Date: Thu, Feb 7, 2019 at 12:13 PM
Subject: Please help me get my birth certificate.
To: <martin.olivier@dec.gouv.qc.ca>
February 5, 2019.

Hong Kong SAR.

Re. BIRTH CERTIFICATE, NEEDED FOR PASSPORT RENEWAL.

Dear Martin Olivier,

You are in touch with my husband ... Joseph Wong of Vancouver, British Columbia.  He is
a full Canadian citizen, as are his mother and father, ..... and ….. Wong.  He has much ID
and they own their home on ……. Street as well, and want to help you.  I trust him and we
are in regular communication and always have been.

I am a full citizen by birth in Montreal and my father and mother were born in Toronto
and Vancouver,.….. .This is my phone in Hong Kong……..

I am sending you total information.  In a second file.

The government of Hong Kong also needs this soon, as I was ill here and in the hospital,
and they want to work with the Canada Consulate here.

Thank you for your help,

…… Eleanor Wong

The document should go by Rush Service to Joseph Wong.

*****

ITEMS OF PROOF: Email February 8, 11.58 AM 2019 Obtain More ID

Artist At Large <**********@gmail.com>

to HKONGPASSPORT/PASSEPORT

Dear Connie

Fri, Feb 8, 11:58 AM

As you may know, the HK Immigration is very patient and helpful.



With my almost a year of illness in Hong Kong, causing overstay.
However, we need some speed with the Quebec Birth Certificate.  I enclose updates

.
I may come today, and also Monday/Tuesday, when my helper is here, to help me ...
Thank you for beginning this procedure.
Joseph Wong is also reachable. Fax is useful.

Yours truly,
**** Eleanor Wong.

*****

ITEMS OF PROOF:  Email February 8, 12.28 PM, 2019, Obtain More ID

Artist At Large <*********@gmail.com>
to HKONGPASSPORT/PASSEPORT
bcc: Joseph Wong

Fri, Feb 8, 12:28 PM

Dear Connie Wong:

Due to the need to hurry to work with the HK Immigration Department, I am hoping the
Canada Consulate will show mercy to me as well. I see this old passport should be used
by Monday and Tuesday, February 12th, and the application BEGUN.

My husband Joseph Wong received slowness in obtaining the Quebec Birth certificate,
for only one reason: living with his aged Chinese parents, using their home which is
shared.  He has every type of primary and secondary ID!  So we continue the
effort…………

Please see me soon, and I am mailing to you today as well.  The HK Government knows
how much I try, as I send theme records as well. Thank you for your help, and please
think of the Chinese side as well, who have really been very patient and understanding.

Yours truly,

*****  ELEANOR WONG.

*****

ITEMS OF PROOF: Letter March 28, 2019, Ask Canada Consul For Help

March 28 2019



Dear Canada Consulate:

As you surely know, with no passport, and no visa, I am endangered in a foreign country.  I

therefore require help with:

1. Receiving money to the Consulate

2. Begin processing my Canada government ..., as the date expires on May ** 2019

3. Require you to waive the birth certificate requirement...

.... You may be very busy.  I want it in WRITING what you will do to help me. And to have a

helpful talk as soon as possible.  I am contacting lawyers to delay this situation until I am

given a regular 5 year passport, as anything else would be confirmation of further

endangerment.

....Eleanor Wong.

Helper: Fiona *** **** ****

*****
ITEMS OF PROOF: Letter April 5 2019, Tell Hong Kong Immigration, No Help From
Canada Consul: Excerpt

TO HONG KONG IMMIGRATION, WAN CHAI, RENEWAL OF VISA

... I have been trying to obtain my new Canadian passport for several months, and fear I
will have to hire a lawyer. It is going so slowly. I am told conditions that are impossible to
meet. For example, they asked me for a third piece of ID, when for 3 previous passports
obtained there, I only needed two.  They wanted a 3rd piece of ID in the married name
Wong. I felt happy at first, since I had overstayed my visa due to illness, and had much
more ID:

I told them I had now all of the following:

Married name Wong ID, hospital records...
Married name Wong ID, West Kowloon courtroom records, before magistrates...

Married name Wong ID, bail records, receipts for money
Married name Wong ID, your own Border Control records

They refused to accept any of these! Even a Hong Kong court not accepted.
……… I need legal advice....



*****

ITEMS OF PROOF: Letter April 2019 To Higher Office Of Canada Consulate*, Re: I
Will Be Stateless With No ID

Refusal To Give Me A Canadian Passport Renewal for 15 Months...

I have legal rights, as a citizen of Canada, and as a citizen of the world. I have tried for
15 months* to obtain my new Canadian passport, causing me visa overstay in Hong
Kong. Even in 2016, problems were beginning with the request for a third piece of ID in
my married name.  (“Your marriage certificate cannot be taken as a proof of your married
name.”)  I am from a longtime Liberal Party family that funded tens of thousands of
dollars to Prime Minister Lester Pearson and Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau. My father ran
for the Liberal Party in the West Island area...

I appeal to you, before this enters into litigation, as I will appeal to the highest courts,
both locally, and internationally, before I will lose my Canadian citizenship. You are
rendering me stateless.

Therefore, I wish the Canadian Consul to help me quickly:

The Quarry Bay office has full details of how Canada refused to send me my birth
certificate, and how 3 passports were already processed there successfully, prior to the
reign of Prime Minister Justin Trudeau. They ask for HK ID, which is impossible since I
entered on a Tourist Visa!

I need a date for the Hong Kong government, with no uncertainties.

Thank you for your help,

.... Eleanor Wong.

*****

* My 2021 note: My last passport expired on February 12 2018.  The Hong Kong Court
Orders from December 2018 - January 2019 were made at the formal, legal request of the
Hong Kong department of Immigration to supply the new passport by January 28 2019.

* My 2021 Note; I write to the Higher Office, Canada Consulate, Trade Office, and this
will work very quickly, after I unwillingly threaten litigation.  They send my letter to the
Lower Office, Quarry Ba and SUKI YAN suddenly agrees to give me the passport. She
waives the need since February 6 2018 to be a citizen of a foreign country!  SEE
meetings, with witness, APRIL and MAY.

*****



ITEMS OF PROOF:  Email April 29, 2019, Thanking Canada Consul, For Accepting
Passport Application

My Helper Will Be At Quarry Bay Office With Needed Forms

<elliewong**@gmail.com>canadaconsul@hkong
Mon, Apr 29, 9:16 AM

Ms. Yan
Fiona is arranging to bring to you today, Monday, 2.30 PM
Application for standard passport
Photos
Guarantor
References
2 back passports
Yes, as I am unable to do banking here, receive money. I thank you for your offer of
financial aid to help in this matter.
Due to the complexity, I think a 10 year passport is more expedient….

*****

Read the 4 Meetings, Affidavits, Witnessed.

I will never receive a passport throughout 2019, this is only a handful of perhaps
over 100 emails and letters, some registered, I wrote in the fight to get my Canada

Passport,  note the change in agents, note the refusal to obey the Court Order,
note the lies told to the Immigration Dept. that a Rush Passport was ready,
October 2019 (Suki hoped I would be HELD there in the JAIL AREA?) and

understand why by January 2020, I believed I was in danger.


